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Accent your line-of-business RIAs with a great Office 2010 

style user experience quickly and easily by using our high-

performance Silverlight controls. From blazing fast data 

grids to a Web-based user interface that rivals the richness 

previously possible only on the desktop. 
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Installation 

Downloading 
Download NetAdvantage for Silverlight here. 

Installation 

Prerequisites 

Before you install NetAdvantage for Silverlight, make sure you have the following: 

 

Prerequisite Description 

Silverlight 5 Download and Install Silverlight 5 Developer Runtime for Windows 

from Microsoft© website.  

 
 

 

What’s Changed 

Components Product Impact Description 

Combo Editor Bug Fix ComboEditor throws ArgumentException when CustomFilter is set to NotEquals and a value is 
typed into the editor 

Combo Editor Bug Fix During typing Japanese symbols the dropdown height is very high 

Data Tree Bug Fix ItemTemplate events are not fired 

Date Navigator View Bug Fix Changing calendar mode doesn’t work as expected 

Dialog Window Bug Fix Binding error appears in the output when setting the WindowState to Normal. 

http://www.infragistics.com/dotnet/netadvantage/silverlight/line-of-business.aspx#Downloads
http://www.silverlight.net/downloads
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Excel Bug Fix Workbook.Load method hangs the application 

Excel Bug Fix 
“Excel found unreadable content” message is shown when loading exported excel file. 
 
Notes: 
Fixed an issue in the Excel library where round-tripping an Excel 2007 file with shapes may cause 
the file to be opened with errors in Microsoft Excel. 

Gantt Improvement 
There is a long delay when initializing a Project with lots of tasks. 
 
Notes: 
Performance improvement in XamGantt when loading a data source with a large number of tasks. 

Grid Bug Fix Errors of AddNewRowEditorTemplate are not cleared on the Value Summary control when pressing 
Esc key to end edit mode on that template. 

Grid Bug Fix Scroll is slow when Group Columns is set 

Grid Bug Fix Validation error remains after editing is cancelled on TemplateColumn 

Grid Bug Fix ManagedRuntimeError is thrown when pressing ‘End’ key on a control inside 
TemplateColumnLayout. 

Grid Bug Fix There is a rendering issue when changing the visibility of GroupColumn 

Grid Bug Fix The xamGrid control is making additional calls to model when switching tabs (compared to 
xamDataGrid) 

Inputs Bug Fix Currency and Numeric input controls accept wrong characters 

Linear Gauge Bug Fix LinearGaugeBarMarker goes out of Gauge's Scale upon theme change 

Multi Column Combo Bug Fix When chaning the itemsSource  with new one containing different data objects and 
AutoGenerateColumn is set to True, the columns generated first do not get cleared 

Olap Pie Chart Bug Fix Unnecessary collapse button in OlapPieChart when flatdata is used 

Org Chart  NullReferenceException when trying to add a new node to the Org Chart 
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Pie Chart Bug Fix 
Tooltip remains after navigation to new page 
 
Notes: 
A scenario where the pie chart or data chart tooltip would remain open has been resolved. 

Pivot Grid Bug Fix AdvancedFiltering: Ok button is not disabled when unselecting all items from filter tree 

Pivot Grid Bug Fix MeasureListLocation and MeasureListIndex are not working at runtime 

Pivot Grid Bug Fix Setting EnableAdvancedFiltering to true at runtime doesn't change the UI of the already added 
hierarchies and measures 

Ribbon New Functionality Icons are lost upon export/import of Ribbon's layout 

Ribbon Bug Fix BindingExpression path error in the Metro theme of xamRibbon 

Ribbon Bug Fix Tab headers are not displayed when it is inside the ScrollViewer 

Schedule View Bug Fix Changing the value of 'TimeSlotInterval' makes the scrollbar's position change also 

Timeline Bug Fix NullReferenceException occurs while adding DateTimeEntry in source before the series is added to 
xamTimeLine 

Timeline Bug Fix DetailsPane is not stuck to its EventEntry and remains visible when the visible part of the Axis is 
changed using the Zoombar 

Word Exporter Bug Fix Additional columns are generated during export when having nested column layouts with the same 
keys 

 

 

 

 


